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I Understand in detail the concepts, theories and the application of spe ctroscoPy/X

Explain the different types of spectrum:( UV, Vis) ,lR, nmr and mass spe cl,Jf;cQ

3 Identify organic compounds structure using its :( UV,Vis) ,IR. nmr and

spectroscopy
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Spectroscopy of organic compounds

Module lD: CHM428

Prerequisite (Co-requislte) : Electrical and Spectroscopic Analysis, CHM4I 3

course Level: eighth Level

credit Hours: 3

:(Course lnformation) ' Ji^ll ,3r ^JL '

Module Description : ..iufu,ll !i,.J

Module Aims ; :jJl uil.ri

Introduction, Structural elucidation by Spectroscopic Methods; Ultraviolet (UV) and Visible,

Infrared (lR), rH and lrC Nuclear Magnetic Resonance and Mass Spectrometry; Application of

these spectroscopic tools to identifu organic compounds

Characterization and identification ofcompounds using spectrometric methods with an emphasis

on mass spectrometry, infrared spectroscopy, and one- and two-dimensional nuclear magnetic

resonance spectroscopy.
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Module Title:
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4 Apply the theories, concepts and analyical ability in research.

5 Utilize the concepts and understanding of spectroscopy in organic structure
determination
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1 Electromagnetic radiation spectrum3

Learning Outcomes: :i!''jll 4r..Jj'.
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Contents:

Upon successful completion ofthis course, the student will be able to :

I Describe the principles of how to use UV spectra in the identifications of organic

compounds

Explain that the absorption of infrared radiation arises from molecular vibrations

3 Demonstrate understanding that groups of atoms within a molecule absorb infrared radiation

at characteristic frequencies.

4 Summarize understanding that chemical shifts depend on the chemical environment of

hydrogen atoms

5 Recall the meaning of and identify the base peak, molecular ion peak, M+1 peak and

fragmentation ions in a mass spectrum

b Apply infrared spectra to deduce functionalgroups present in organic compounds given

wavenumber data

7 Determine the relative number of hydrogen atoms in different chemical environments deduce

by Using integration curves .

8 Suggest formulae for the fragment ions in a given mass sPectrum

ldentify the formulas of some unknown organic compounds from their spectrum

10 Solving some of the exercises in groups

11 Communicate effectively in oral and written form.

12 Use the web chemicaldata base

13 Do Wood -Wards & Fieser calculation
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3 Ultra violet and visible spectra
2 lR spectra :absorption of functional groups, and applications in organic

chemistry.
72 4 All types of nuclear magnetic resonance spectra .ldentification of

some functional groups

9 3 Mass spectra of organic compounds
6 2 ldentifications of organic compounds using All types of spectra
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